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Rollei introduces  the original baryta paper VINTAGE 111 for the 

traditional silver gelatine photography 

 
ROLLEI presents 8 new papers, 4 fibre based and 4 resin coated. 

 

The assortment comprises the following kinds: 

 

ROLLEI VINTAGE 111 
fibre base; variable contrast; neutraltone emulsion; 
smooth; premium paper weight; white; glossy; for 

traditional processing with classic developers 

 
ROLLEI VINTAGE 112 
fibre base; variable contrast; neutraltone emulsion; 

smooth; premium paper weight; white; matte; for 
traditional processing with classic developers 
 

ROLLEI VINTAGE 131 
fibre base; variable contrast; warmtone emulsion; 

smooth; premium paper weight; cream; glossy, for 

traditional & creative lithprocessing 

 

ROLLEI VINTAGE 132 
fibre base; varible contrast; warmtone emulsion; 
smooth; premium paper weight; cream; matte; for 

traditional & creative lithprocessing 
View in the warehouse, Hamburg-Stapelfeld, Germany 
 

ROLLEI VINTAGE 311 
resin coated; variable contrast; neutraltone emulsion; smooth; white; glossy; for traditional processing with 
classic developers 

 

ROLLEI VINTAGE 312 
resin coated; variable contrast; neutraltone emulsion; smooth; white; matte; for traditional processing with 

classic developers 
 
ROLLEI VINTAGE 331 
resin coated; variable contrast; warmtone emulsion; smooth; standard paper weight; cream; glossy; for 

traditional & creative lithprocessing 

 

ROLLEI VINTAGE 332 
resin coated; variable contrast; warmtone emulsion; smooth; standard paper weight; cream; matte; for 
traditional & creative lithprocessing 

 

For the product introduction, ROLLEI will offers a 
large-scale, manually printed sample spectrum.  

 

The uniform motive is increased on the eight new 
papers in the format of 12 x 15 cm. Packed in original 

MONOCHROM presentation & archive boxes of 1mm 
Polypropylene, welded, not adhesive, archives quality, 

black. 

 
The ROLLEI VINTAGE SILVER GELATINE BARYTA 

PAPERS are immediately available in the specialized 
trade, wholesale, as well as at specialized internet 

shops.  
 

 Oliver Rolf, PLATINUM, Hamburg, Germany 


